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HOSE beautiful, wide, straight, smooth roads you've been
T
wishing for, are really on their way. The magnificent plan of
interstate highways, greatest road
history, is

program in U. S.
already taking form at the rate of 700 million dollars worth of construction per year.
37,681 miles of swell driving...direct travel from any part of
the country to any other part... routes north and south, east and
west, and diagonal routes as well ... big highways directly serving
practically all cities of 50,000 population or more ...
This is part of the better America that our generation is building. It's taking plenty of brains. Plenty of manpower. Lots of
Cement. And lots of steel.
United States Steel has always played an important part in
building the nation's highways. We've supplied steel reinforcing
bars and wire fabric to make roads stronger,smoother,longer-lasting. We've made the steel for road-building machinery, the steel
pipe and culverts for proper drainage. We've built bridges to
carry highways over rivers and canyons. We've furnished steel and
Cement to help drill highway tunnels.
United States Steel is ready to help with any job the nation
has in the building of a better America. That's one reason why
United States Steel is a good place to work.

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY • AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY • CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION • COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY
H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES • GENEVA STEEL COMPANY • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY
MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY • OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY • OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY
PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY
UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY
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How many
Dimensions
has a
Name?
When you measure a name, there are many
"dimensions" to consider, such as: integrity,
capacity, vision, strength and skill. These
qualities constitute a yardstick for professional
and public recognition.
There will be many times in your career
when you can increase the "dimensions" of
your name by the development of a product, a
method or through a decision you make.
Some idea of the dimensions of the name
Westinghouse,for example, may be gained by
a few facts about one of its many activities ...
building turbines.
In this field is the Westinghouse J-34 jet
engine which is setting a new pace in aircraft
propulsion in the much-discussed Navy "Banshee" and the Army Lockheed F-90, as well as
in many other airplanes of both services—as
yet unannounced.
Such developments require a rich back-

ground of experience, technical knowledge
and creative skill gained through constant
search for more efficient, economical sources
for power ... qualifications needed to attain
the eminent position the name Westinghouse
holds as a leading producer of power equipment for land, sea and air.
This is but one of many fields in which the
name Westinghouse has been indelibly written
over the years.
In your career you will measure many names
and products in industry. As you do, you will
find the name Westinghouse prominently
identified with practically every one.
Whether • those products are turbines or
toasters, locomotives or lamps, electric stairways or x-ray machines, we will welcome the
opportunity to share our experience ... our
sureness in designing and manufacturing that
adds a new dimension to a name...

YOU CAN OE SURE••IF It Westinghouse
OCTOBER, 1949
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Louisville Bridge & Iron
Company
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Steel Buildings
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Year by year, month by month, oil industry chemists find new,
fascinating possibilities in the hydrocarbon molecules that make
up petroleum. They have learned many ways to convert them into
new and more valuable molecules.
One result of this experimentation has been a flexibility that
permits stepped-up output of whichever petroleum products are
most urgently required. When the primary need was for vast quantities of aviation gasoline to help win the war, research showed how
it could be produced. In a peace-time summer, the great demand
is for an ocean of automobile gasoline; in winter, less gasoline and
more fuel oil are needed. Research tells the industry how to make
petroleum serve the public more efficiently.
Standard Oil is a leader in petroleum research. Many remarkable developments have come from our laboratories; many more
are sure to come, in the future, if we continue to attract good men,
furnish them with the most modern equipment, and provide an
intellectual climate in which they can do their best work.
We are continuing.

Standard Oil Company
(INDIANA)

910 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

OCTOBER, 1949
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Failure to stimulate interest in the framework of basic concepts upon
which engineering is built is a common fault in engineering schools. Too often
the student is confined to a process of learning an accumulation of uncorrelated
formulae and data.

Knowledge acquired merely to meet the immediate demands imposed by
individual courses is not lasting; active student interest is needed if material
learned is to be of permanent value. The repetitious routine prevailing in many
laboratory courses tends to kill curiosity, since too much time must be spent
in following standardized procedures and compiling new sets of identical data.
Familiarization with the manifold types of equipment is necessary. It should
not be allowed to occupy all the laboratory time of students whose interest
might be aroused by the opportunity to conduct more original investigations.
It is recognized that men differ in aptitudes, and this is taken into account in
fitting the individual into his proper place in industry. This variation may be
expected to affect the line of investigation a student would wish to follow; it
appears desirable to allow more latitude of choice than is permitted at present.
It is often said that the greatest advantage of a compact school such as Rose
lies in the close contact between students and faculty it affords. More individual
treatment of students' interests should justify this contention and serve to
stimulate learning.

P. G.

I

OCTOBER, 1949
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by Robert E. Heim, fresh.
With seven-league experimental,
productive, and financial strides, the
television industry has paced across
the United States scene. Though
mushrooming from 18 to 46 transmission stations in 1948, broadcast
coverage was still inadequate for the
800,000 receivers in use that year.
John and Jane Doe, the lifeblood
of the industry, clamored for more
and better television, not only in programs, but in broadcast coverage,
improved reception techniques, and
low cost home receivers. Anticipation of public demand, the financial
"shot-in-the-arm", was not wanting in
the television industry.
Forseeing the widespread acceptance of television, Radio Corporation
of America began more than a decade ago to experiment with equipment which rendered existing instruments obsolete prior to production.
From such experimentation and research has come the 16-inch metal
kinescope picture tube,—the "big
gun" for television receivers of today.
The first of its kind, this new
kinescope answers the demand for
larger direct-view pictures with more
nearly perfect optical clarity. Of
metal cone construction with a glass
face plate, the new tube provides a
picture of approximately 130 square
inches, an intermediate size between
that obtained by the 10-inch kinescope and the large screens of television projection systems.

Automatically, as picture size requirements increase, so also does the
size of the tube envelope. With the
latter, the problems of all-glass construction becomes more complex.
Formation of large masses of glass
into the shape now common to kinescopes involves techniques which are
both expensive and highly specialized. Technical problems such as the
maintenance of tolerances, the probability of more flexibility in production, greater optical clarity, and light
weight have been successfully overcome with the metal cone kinescope.
In the selection of the metal for
use in the cone portion of the tube,
the primary concern was its glasssealing properties. The major requirements of the glass-sealing alloy were
as follows:
(1) The coefficient of expansion of
the metal must match that of
the glass.
(2) The metal oxide formed in
heating metal must be soluble
in glass.
(3) The metal oxide must have
excellent adherence to the
base metal.
(4) The metal must be vacuum
tight, have high corrosion resistance, and have a high tensile strength both at room
temperature and at the tube
baking temperature. The metal
selected after considerable experimentation was a modifica-

Cross section of the 16-inch direct-view metal cone kinescope tube for television receivers. The tube is 221
/
2 inches
long and weighs 11 pounds. The most unusual feature of the
tube is the glass to metal sealing at the face plate and cone
base.

tion of a commercially available high-chromium iron alloySAE Type 446.
Accompanying the metallurgical
problems were those of designing the
tube and the associated mathematical
analyses of the mechanical stresses
involved. Atmospheric pressure on a
face plate 16 inches in diameter exerts a total stress of about 1.5 tons.
For safety purposes, however, the
designers of the 16-inch kinescope incorporated a safety factor of three,
boosting the pressure-withstanding
requirements of the face plate to 4.5
tons.
In all-glass construction the loading created by the atmospheric pressure is supported by a relatively
heavier wall near the maximum diameter of the bulb. In contrast to
this, the metal cone kinescope
achieves this support by building up
the face-plate sealing-surface of the
cone in the shape of a truncated rimcone supported at one end by a
cylindrical rim and at the other end
by the main cone. The rim of the cone
is shaped to afford maximum resistance to the longitudinal tension
forces applied to it by the face plate.
The conical design was chosen for
the metal cone in order to keep the
volume as small as possible. The cone
is fabricated by a spinning process,
and the thickness of the main cone
Concluded On Page 20

The glass face plate and the metal cone are placed on the
rotating turntable of the machine where multiple oxygen jets
form an oxide on the metal rim (extreme left). The glass face
plate is then melted in contact with the oxide-coated rim to
form the seal. A similar technique is used to bond the glass
neck section of the tube to the smaller end of the metal cone.

GLASS
FACE PLATE
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Tic4et Tapedby Alex J. Vogl, sr., m.e.
Faced with slumping prices of
many stocks and a dwindling scope
of large-quantity holders, stock
brokers across the nation are attempting to break down the mental
barriers which tend to keep the
general public from the stock
market. High taxes and high labor
costs have combined to reduce the
cash reserves of the very rich and
increase those of the professional
man. Whether this is good or bad,
the truth is that today nearly half
the population owns a direct or indirect part of some business.
It is no longer unusual for a deceased farmer or grocer to leave an
estate of stocks and bonds in excess
of $10,000. This is the market which
the brokers of America are attempting to tap. These are the citizens who

today hold the balance of the available wealth.
In order to increase the public's
knowledge of the functions of the
Stock Exchange, the TECHNIC here
offers some of the fundamental facts
about the buying and selling of
stocks.
The first step in the purchase of
a share of stock is to visit a local
broker. It is his business to know
which of the 1,150 companies listed
on the Exchange's boards is a
dangerous investment, which is safe,
and where the greatest profit can be
realized on an investment. He will
tell the potential "capitalist" that
the size of the prospective profits
will usually vary directly with the
amount of risk involved. A fly-bynight company making bubble-gum
would probably offer dividends of

ten percent or more, but there would
also be a good possibility that it
might be out of business within the
year. By discussing his needs with
his broker, the layman will soon
have enough information to decide
in which company to invest.
From there on the broker takes
charge. Over a special nation-wide
network he will instruct his Wall
Street representative how many
shares to bid for in which stock
issue. The buyer will watch the
fluctuating prices and put in his bid
at what he considers the most
favorable moment. Only during this
step does the customer depend altogether on another's judgment. It
should be noted, however, that the
Exchange never buys or sells stocks
for itself or its members; rather, it
Concluded on Page 22
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by Dr. Donald B. Prentice

Ten years ago the second study
of the college backgrounds of engineers listed in "Who's Who in
Engineering" was published. In that
article comparisons were made with
similar data compiled from the 1931
volume of "Who's Who," and surprisingly little variation appeared in
the two lists.
Table 1 is presented giving a tabulation based upon the 16,000 biographies included in the 1948 edition
of "Who's Who in Engineering," and
again variations from the order of
the previous lists are few. The table
itself is self-explanatory but a restatement of the plan on which the
statistics were compiled is in order.
All three tabulations were made on
exactly identical plans and therefore
the figures are directly comparable.
Graduates of colleges in the
United States and Canada, only,
were considered, and bachelor degrees controlled the assignments of
individuals to institutions. A graduate of a foreign technical school,
for instance, who later received a
master's or doctor's degree in this
country was not listed. Graduates of
arts colleges who later received
master's or doctor's degrees in

chemistry or geology, for instance,
were credited to the institutions at
which the first degrees were given.
Graduates of engineering colleges
who later received advanced engineering degrees were assigned to the
colleges where the undergraduate
studies were carried on.
An engineer was not assigned to
a college unless his biography definitely recorckd graduation, either by
stating the degree received or the
class in which the individual was
graduated. For example, "M.E.,
Cornell," or "graduate, Cornell,
1910," would entitle a man to listing,

TABLE 1
College

Living
alumni

1 Mass. Institute of Technology
22475°
2 Rose Polytechnic Institute
1716
3 Worcester Polytechnic Institute
4265
4 California Inst. of Technology
3195
5 Michigan College of Mines
2777
6 Stevens Institute of Technology
4800
7 Montana School of Mines
640
8 Missouri School of Mines
3285
9 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst
7000
10 New Mexico School of Mines
435
11 Case Institute of Technology
5480
12 Lehigh University
9210t
13 Carnegie Institute of Technology .... 6423*
14 South Dakota State School of Mines 1196
15 Alabama Polytechnic Institute
4000
16 Clarkson College of Technology .... 2357
17 Norwich University
1627t

"Who's Per
Who" Cent
listing listed
933
68
155
107
87
150
20
95
194
11
135
174
101
17
44
18
11

4.15
3.96
3.63
3.35
3.13
3.12
3.12
2.89
2.77
2.53
2.46
1.89
1.57
1.42
1.10
0.76
6.68

° Figures not available for several other similar colleges.
t Total bachelor degrees conferred.
* Includes other alumni in addition to engineering.
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but "studied engineering at Cornell"
or "engineering student, Cornell," or
similar inconclusive evidence of receiving a degree was not considered
acceptable. From the 16,000 biographies, 12,964 clearly indicated bachelor degrees in engineering or
science. This is a percentage of 81
compared to similar percentages of
76 and 82, respectively, for the 1931
and 1937 volumes of "Who's Who in
Engineering." The earlier editions
listed 11,400 and 12,000 biographies,
respectively. The small change in
percentage from 1937 to 1948, would
indicate an interesting constancy in
the proportion of American and
Canadian graduate engineers who
were trained on this continent.
The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology again heads the list in
total alumni included, with Cornell
second. Alumni of these two private,
or endowed, colleges furnish one
eighth of all the engineers in the
1948 volume who were graduated
from colleges in Canada and the
United States. Thirty-five per cent
of the 12,964 college alumni were
graduated from the first ten colleges
in the list, of which six are public
Concluded on Page 24

TABLE 2
College
1 Mass. Institute of Technology
2 Cornell
3 Michigan
4 Illinois
5 Purdue
6 Wisconsin
7 f California
Ohio State
9 Columbia
10 Yale
11 Minnesota
12 Harvard
13 Kansas
14 Pennsylvania
15 Iowa State
16 Rensselaer
17 Stanford
18 Penn State
19 Lehigh
20 Colorado
53 Rose

1948

1937

1931

933
667
585
450
384
357
299
299
281
270
269
234
219
213
211
194
188
181
174
160
68

761
611
460
364
309
305
229
254
292
270
132
200
124
197
171
125
132
147
175
92
69

664
562
385
295
254
269
207
192
281
256
157
190
119
179
144
120
145
110
201
80
71
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(Great Men of Science)
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by William Orbaugh, sr., ch.e.
Family reminiscences centering
about the Gilbreth family of twelve
children and the labor-and timesaving theories which "Dad" Gilbreth
applied to the problem of rearing his
numerous offspring provide the material for Cheaper by the Dozen, the
best-selling non-fiction book of the
spring of 1949. Its authors are two of
those children, Frank B. Gilbreth, Jr.,
and his sister, Ernestine Gilbreth
Carey. A journalist, author Gilbreth
is an editorial writer for the Charleston (South Carolina News and
Courier. Mrs. Carey has been a buyer
for several New York City department stores.
The author's father, Frank Bunker
Gilbreth, born of Scottish ancestry in
1868, and a native of Maine, was a
construction engineer, efficiency expert, and originator of the science of
"motion study." Their mother, Dr.
Lillian Evelyn (Moller) Gilbreth,
born in 1878 in California, is the wellknown efficiency engineer. In 1904,
the year they were married, the Gilbreths moved to New York City; before this, Gilbreth had spent nine
years as a construction engineer in
Boston. After her husband's death in
1924, Mrs. Gilbreth succeeded him in
the consulting engineering firm, Gilbreth, Inc., which he had founded,
and later taught as professor of management at Rutgers and Purdue Universities. She was the recipient, in
1948, of the American Woman's
Association "Woman of the Year"
award for eminent achievement.
Among the devices employed by
"Dad" Gilbreth to "regiment" his
"planned" family of twelve children
were an 'assembly call,' a 'family
council" which met regularly on Sundays to work out the collective budget, a system of awarding unusual
household tasks on a contractual
basis to the lowest bidder, and, on
one occasion, a mass tonsillectomy.
Application of his time-motion
theories, in which all waste motion
was to be eliminated and fatigue thus
prevented, was extended to education also, with the consequence that
the young Gilbreths were chronic
grade-skippers.
OCTOBER, 1949

If some high-school-class prophet
had predicted for Lillian Moller the
achievements in the engineering
world that were actually to be hers
at the age of forty-five, he would have
sounded ridiculous. For this woman,
who was to become the outstanding
woman engineer of her day and one
of America's most widely known
women as well, had not the slightest
idea—not even at the time of her
graduation from college—that she
would ever be interested in engineering. She was so unaware of the fact
that she (apparently) was really a
very attractive young woman that
she suspected she might never be
married at all. As it turned out, she
became the mother of twelve.
Her outstanding personal achievement brought early membership (in
some cases, honorary membership) in
American and European scientific
societies which do not even yet open
their doors very easily to women,
and several honorary doctorates
from an academic world which has
been slow to bestow these symbols
of scientific achievement upon women. It is almost inconceivable that
at twenty-two a young woman could
be working toward a Ph.D. in English and Comparative Literature and
at forty-five become, among other
things, a mother twelve times, at the
same time winning a place of eminence in a new field of science, a
branch of engineering called scientific
management.
Growing up in Oakland, California,
Lillian was the oldest child in a
family of nine. Her father had no particular desire to send her to college.
His idea for his eldest daughter was
to have her help her mother manage
the home graciously, to study art and
music, to become, in short, the conventional young lady of good family
in her time and community.
He raised no objections, however,
when she wanted to enroll at the
University of California instead.
Here she chose to major in English
and minor in psychology. With her
bachelor's degree achieved, he was
satisfied to have her continue in post
graduate work and, after she had

her master's, quite willing for her to
go on to the Ph.D. And, yes of course
she could go abroad before she got
too deeply into the work for her
doctorate. That was the conventional
thing for a young woman of her
group to do.
It was while in the East, before
leaving for the continent, that she
met Frank Gilbreth, a vibrant, energetic bundle of power who had never
gone to college because, at sixteen,
he knew exactly what he wanted to
do with his life and thought that no
college offered courses which could
teach him anything about it. He had
grown up watching men at physical
work and seeing the motions they
made which could be eliminated if
they used their heads to figure out
what he was later to call the OneBest-Way to do every job.
"We scarcely talked in the same
language," Mrs. Gilbreth says of the
first meeting between this keenthinking young woman with her
master's degree in English, and this
man with a mind the like of which
she had never known before. Great
enthusiast that he was, he talked of
his own work and ideas by the hour.
And he made them interesting, too,
to this young Californian who had
never in her life expected to have a
date with a man who prided himself
in having learned bricklaying at the
time his family expected him to go
to college.
He opened a whole new world for
her—the world of practical work.
She was fascinated by the geometrical
picture he drew of the motions the
ordinary workman went through in
order to place one brick upon another, and the much simpler geometric design made by this young enthusiast who was using his head
more and his hands less in accomplishing the same piece of work.
Multiplied by the number of bricks
laid in constructing one large building alone, the waste motions of the
workmen were tremendous. But multiplied by the number of bricks used
everywhere year after year, the
number of waste motions, counted in
Continued on Page 26
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Campus Survey
by Warren Allen, soph. and Leon Pyle, fresh.
Football Season Is Here
The fighting Engineers have tha
smallest and lightest squad they
have had since before the war, averaging 156 lbs. Twelve lettermen
from last year are back fighting for
the red and white.
The hopes for this year's season
are much better, according to Coach
Phil Brown, as the experience gained last year by the lads should make
this year's team a much improved
ball club. Last year's team won
three, lost three, and tied one.
One other feature will aid the
Engineers on the road to a successful season and that is the abundance
of reserves. At this time the reserve
strength might be a little under par,
but there are members of the squad
looking better everyday, and Coach
Brown hopes to have the much
needed reserve strength in form before too long.
On the other side of the league,
Hanover with every man back also
presents a team which will be much
improved over last season. Then
there's the Homecoming rival, Canterbury, with the largest team the
Hoosier Conference has seen in
years, which should furnish a
terrific game for all the fans at
Homecoming this year.
Looking over some of the other
teams in the league, Franklin and
Indiana Central also have veteran

teams back, thus affording plenty of
exciting games this season in conference play.
The two Co-Captains for this
season are McLaren and Weaks. McLaren is having trouble with an ailment at the present, but Weaks is
looking much improved over last
season's play and should have a fine
season.
Coach Brown is using the single
wing and T-formations this season.
In the backfield, Michaels, Hennig,
and Ham are slinging the passes,
while Olmsted, Michaels, and Bob
Owens are punting.
The line, looking rough, is a complete holdover from last year. It
consists of left end, Weaks; left
tackle, McKeen; left guard, Phillips;
center, McLaren; right guard, Bob
Rinker; right tackle, Morrow; and
right end, Moore.
Other promising men are right
half Hailstone, half back Bennett,
tackle Stanford, and center Potts.
The schedule this year calls for
these eight games.
Sept. 17—At Indiana Central
Sept. 24—McKendree
Oct. 1—Canterbury
(Homecoming Game)
Oct. 8—At Franklin (Night)
Oct. 15—Hanover
Oct. 22—At Wilmington (Ohio)
Oct. 29—At Earlham
Nov. 5—Cedarville

Tau Beta Pi
Indiana Beta recently initiated six
seniors and ten juniors into Tau Beta
Pi. Two outstanding Rose alumni
were also honored by initiation; they
were Mr. Ralph B. Bennett, an executive of General Electric, and Mr.
William Junker, consulting engineer,
both from Cncinnati. Mr. Junker, who
is listed in Who's Who In Engineering,
was the main speaker at the initiation banquet, and chapter president
Alex J. Vogl acted as toastmaster.
Under the able direction of "Veep"
Robert Smith, the Chapter has been
conducting classes in slide rule
operation for the freshman class.
These helpful classes have already
become an established tradition on
the R. P. I. campus.
Together with Alfred R. Schmidt
and several other interested brothers,
Al Vogl has launched a new series of
all-school panel discussions designed
to widen the scope of undergraduate
thinking by stimulating new interests through free discussion of current problems. The school administration has given the program exceptional cooperation. At the original
meeting in September, the panel consisted of Prof. J. L. Bloxsome, and
Prof. H. A. Moench of the faculty,
and brothers Bob Smith and Fred
Burdett. The topic, which was later
discussed by all present, was: Should

Arpante
wens Morrow
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Olmstead
Henning
Ham
Rinker Potts Phillips McKeen Weaks

Tau Bete Initiates
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the federal government subsidize
civilian students on a permanent
basis? Refreshments were served to
insure a relaxed and informal atmosphere.
Other officers of the chapter are:
Sid Zeid, Secretary; Paul Gottfried,
Corresponding Secretary; and John
Winters, Treasurer.
New Additions to Rose Faculty
With the new fall term several
new instructors began their careers
at Rose.
Major Howard F. Brooks has been
assigned to head the R. 0. T. C. work
after the transfer of Col. Otto J.
Rhode to an army engineering post in
Little Rock, Arkansas. Maj. Brooks,
a former resident of Knoxville, Tennessee, prior to his assignment here,
attended the Army's command and
general staff school in Leavenworth,
Kansas. He served with the Army
Corps of Engineers in Korea from
1946 to 1948.
Robert J. Colins of Miami, Florida,
assistant professor of physics, holds
a master of science degree from the
University of Michigan. A major portion of his doctorate has also been
completed at the same school. A
former member of the Army Air
Forces, where he worked with radar
equipment, Colins before the war
served on the faculty of the University of Miami.
Carl Kromp, Grand Haven, Michigan, a graduate in mechanical engineering of Michigan State University,
has been appointed an instructor in
shop practice. He assumed his duties
on September 15.
Three other changes in the faculty
were made. Irvin P. Hooper, assistant professor of mechanical engineering, has returned after a leave of
absence. During that period he completed his master's degree in mechanical engineering at the University of
Vermont.
Paul B. Headdy, a part time instructor in economics and history
has been appointed assistant professor of history and economics. Headdy
was formerly an instructor in social
studies at Indiana State Teachers
College.
A graduate of the University of
Illinois, Fredrick Spalding is the new
assistant professor of drawing and
descriptive geometry.
Leave of absence has been granted
to two instructors, Darrell E. Criss
and John T. Newlin. Criss, an instructor of electrical engineering
since 1945, will do graduate work at
the University of Illinois. Newlin, an
instructor in civil engineering since
OCTOBER, 1949
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1946, will do his graduate work at
the University of Iowa.
More recently, Walter H. Berntsen,
of Davenport, Iowa, has been appointed an instructor in the electrical
engineering department. He holds a
bachelor of science degree, and has
done work for a master's degree at
the University of Iowa.
Graduate Study Program
To Be Undertaken
The Board of Managers and the
Faculty have approved the inauguration of a program of graduate study
leading to the degree of Master of
Science.
It is not anticipated that Rose will
by this action become a large graduate school, but will enroll each year
a small number of earnest graduate
students in those departments whose
faculties propose a course of study
acceptable to the faculty as a whole.
The purpose of the graduate program
is to provide a vehicle for bolstering
the undergraduate program through
association with creative work on the
campus by means of research and
development work sponsored by industry, supervised by faculty members and conducted by graduate students.
It is anticipated that sponsored research projects in Chemical Engineering will provide fellowships for several graduate students for the coming
year. Other departments will follow
as the program develops.
The graduate program will be under the general direction of the Committee on Graduate Degrees, Dr.
Berton A. Howlett, Chairman.
New Admissions and Placement
Counsellor Named

ed are Robert Ragsdale, vice president, and Charles Strickland, secretary-treasurer. Club members, working with the radio club advisor, Professor Moench, recently erected a
new 75 meter antenna for the club
amateur radio station W9NAA. All
Rose students who are interested in
becoming licensed radio amateurs
are invited to register for the special
code class to be offered by the members. A number of the club members
are now licensed radio amateurs and
they will be on hand to aid the interested in becoming "dit happy."
Honor Assembly
Under the shade of the "old oak
tree" sixteen assorted "brains" and
three assorted "little cogs" became
"big gears."
Tau Beta Pi claimed the following
members of the intelligentsia: Edgar
L. Johnson, Alfred R. Schmidt,
Charles C. Olmsted, Morton W.
Hief, Robert .F. Ricketts, James R.
Gaston, Paul R. Haas, Robert W.
Exline, Aaron G. Hogg, Paul David
Smith, Harry W. Plew, James E.
Berling, Floyd C. Smith, John C.
Drane, Charles W. Foreman, and
Robert C. Mitchell.
Only three men were fortunate
enough to get a nod from Blue Key.
They were Jo Dean Morrow, Bill
Booth and the "daily double winner,"
Robert Ricketts.

President Ford L. Wilkinson has
announced that Noble C. Blair has
been appointed admissions counselor
and field representative for the Institute. In addition to this work he
will head the placement of graduates.
Blair is a graduate of Rose '34,
when he obtained degrees in civil
and architectural engineering. Since
1941 he has been a designer with the
engineering department of the E. I.
du Pont de Nemours Company, first
at Charleston, Indiana and presently
epo• w
at Wilmington, Delaware.
1111▪ .11▪ 1114
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In a recent election Floyd Smith posonso,ewas elected president of the Rose 04440mor
Tech Radio Club. Other officers electCO-CAPTAINS
McLaren and Weaks

HOMECOMING
and

ANNUAL ALUMNI MEETING
OCTOBER 1, 1949
(SATURDAY)

PROGRAM
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
REUNION DINNERS-1929, 1939
FRATERNITY PARTIES
BONFIRE on the campus-8:00 p.m.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1
9:00 a.m. REGISTRATION—Auditorium
9:30 a.m.—ANNUAL ALUMNI MEETING
12:00 N

LUNCHEON at the Dormitory

2:00 p.m. FOOTBALL GAME—Rose vs. Canterbury
4:00-6:00 p.m.—ALUMNI OPEN HOUSE—Terre Haute House
6:00 p.m. ANNUAL ALUMNI BANQUET—Terre Haute House
6:00 p.m. ANNUAL LADIES' DINNER—Hotel Deming
10:00 p.m. HOMECOMING DANCE—Mayflower Room

Mark Your Calendar NOW!
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Research and Development
by Dale Carey, jr., m.e.
and George Eddy,jr., m.e.
First Gas TurbineElectric Locomotive
It has been revealed that a 4500horsepower
gas turbine-electric
locomotive performed satisfactorily
on preliminary runs and will be
turned over to the Union Pacific
Railroad for additional road tests in
freight service. The locomotive is
capable of towing a train of 85 loaded freight cars at 65 miles per hour.
The locomotive outwardly looks
much the same as a diesel-electric
unit, but is powered by a gas turbine
similar in principle to those in jet
airplanes.
The prime objectives of the gas
turbine-electric locomotive designers were to develop a prime mover
that would:
1. Burn low grade fuels, especially coal, economically.
2. Give higher horsepower output
per pound and per cubic foot.
3. Have increased reliability and
lower maintenance cost.
The developmental unit exerts
about twice as much horsepower at
the rails as a diesel-electric locomotive of comparable size. It burns
low grade bunker "C" oil, lout it is
desired that research may lead to
a successful means for burning coal.
Locomotive Turbine
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The two big unknowns at present
are life expectancy and fuel consumption. The designers aimed for
an interval of 15,000 hours between
overhauls—about three times that
of a diesel-electric—but only continued service over several years
will show whether this hope is realized.
At present the unit is much less
efficient than the diesel engine, and
consumes one-third as much fuel
when idling as when under a full
load. Improvement in design and the
use of better alloys can increase this
basic efficiency.
Unique Metal-Etching Process
A revolutionary etching process
to prepare metal surfaces for microscopic examination and photography
has recently been developed.
The new metal-etching method
utilizes ionized atoms and is known
as cathodic vacuum etching.
Cathodic vacuum etching enables
the taking of an unusually clear
photograph of flow-lines—a curious
strata-like pattern which indicates
the direction the metal flowed when
forged under high pressure. Flow
lines in steel samples previously
undetected now are revealed.

The new etching technique works
this way: The metal sample is
placed in a partial vacuum with
argon gas. Twelve thousand volts,
create argon ions which bombard
the metal surface and knock off
minute particles.
Under the newly developed
method the physical features of
metal can be examined under a
microscope accurately as to their
effect on strength and performance.
Comparison of the structure pattern produced by the best chemical
etching method revealed that the
new cathodic treatment brings out
the true microstructure of the metal
with greater detail and clarity.
Results also have been obtained
which indicate that grain structure
of metals also can be more clearly
shown by cathodic bombardment.
Aircraft Speed Boosted by
Wing "Sculpturing"
One of the newest production processes required by the vastly increased aircraft performance of the sonic
speed era is a method of "scurpturing" metal with surfaces to pare
precious pounds from an airframe.
It is done with a hypro planer mill,
a huge machine developed by a plane
Concluded on Page 30

Cathodic Vacuum Etching
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Alumni News
by Bill Bannister, jr., ch.e., Richard Kuehl, jr., e.e.
Ray Summerlot, jr., m.e. and Wayne Barker, jr., c.e.
William S. Speed has resigned from the University of Louisville board of
trustees. Speed, an industrial, cultural, educational, and civic leader
for half a century, had been a trustee
for about 24 years.

5

9

Henry Y. Offutt, Jr., has
been nominated to succeed Speed as trustee at
University of Louisville. He is president of Kentucky Trust Company.

'22

42

Mr. and Mrs. Gene McConnell announce the
birth of a boy, James

Mennil.
David Campbell, Jr., formerly supervisor of Plant
Engineering Training, Illinois Bell Telephone Co., Chicago,
died July 3, 1949.

'46

Charles J. Bashe received
his Master of Science Degree from Purdue in September, 1949, and is employed as a
research engineer with International
Business Machines Corporation at
Poughkeepsie, New York.

'47

William C. Buechler has been selected to continue with the Creative
Engineering Program under the
General Electric Company training
program. Members of this group are
chosen to enter this two year course
after a year of "test." Of the onehundred and eighty persons interviewed only thirty-one were accepted for the program.
Robert A. Manhart was
married to Miss Betty Jo
Ange of Albuquerque,
New Mexico on July 2, in Albuquerque. The bride is a graduate of the
University of Georgia and the University of New Mexico.

44

After receiving his Master's Degree in Electrical Engineering from
the University of Illinois, Manhart
went to the Electronics Department
for the Research and Development
Division of the New Mexico School
of Mines. He is now head of that
department.
OCTOBER, 1949

Philadelphia Rose Tech Club

G. Y. Jean '24, J. I. Mendenhall '28,
W. W. Moore '20, J. E. Povelones '32,
The Philadelphia Rose Tech Club R. A. Reddie '24, A. 0. Reinking '33,
celebrated St. Pat's Day with it's R. J. Self '20, P. B. Terhorst '35,
third annual dinner party on Friday H. L. Watson '05, N. L. Whitecotton
evening, March 18, 1949, at the beau- '23, A. T. Wilson '40, R. A. Weintiful Rolling Green Country Club, hardt, Jr. '47.
Springfield, Pa. For the third successive time members' wives were
guests of the club, and for the third Wabash Valley
Rose Tech Club
successive time the club was privileged to have as it's principal guest
On June 7th, the Wabash Valley
and speaker Prof. 0. L. Stock.
Rose Tech Club held its annual dinDinner was preceded by a "get ac- ner and business meeting at the Terre
quainted cocktail hour" in the spaci- Haute Saddle Club west of the City.
With plenty of C. V. as a starter,
ous club lounge, where many old
friendships were renewed and new an excellent dinner was enjoyed by
ones made, in the warmth of burning the members in attendance before
logs in the large fireplace. The three getting down to the "business" part
states of New Jersey, Pennsylvania, of the meeting. On hand were Dr.
and Delaware were all well repre- Wilkinson, who was made an honorsented.
ary member of the club, and Arthur
Proceeding to the main dining D. Kidder, '99, who spoke to the
room there followed a delicious group about some of his interesting
prime roast beef and fish dinner with experiences while in government
all the trimmings, beautiful spring service.
flower decorations, and St. Pat's
The business meeting was conductdecorations and favors.
ed by Fred L. Bradfield, '25, presiAfter dinner,President Sell direct- dent. As the first item of business,
ed the election of officers for the acting secretary E. B. Denehie read
ensuing year in true Philadelphia the minutes of the last meeting and
streamlined fashion. The new officers presented the financial report of the
are:
club. The figures presented indicated
Robert A. Reddie '24, President
the club to be solvent by a comfortWhitcomb W. Moore '20 Viceable margin.
President
Three new members of the Board
Noble C. Blair '34, Sec.-Treasurer of Directors of the club were elected
The Big Event of the evening was to replace the retiring members. The
hearing the latest news of the Rose retiring directors were Robert K.
Campus, as interpreted by Prof. Price, '23; John M. Phelps, '33; and
Stock, alias Will Rogers. He told Edward H. Eckerman, '38. The new
about the new Field House and build- directors elected were Paul E. Turk,
ing changes; of the decrease in per- x'06; Franklin G. Doenges, '39 and
centage of veterans enrolled, and of Louis W. Heck, '35. Carryover directhe familiar Freshman-Sophomore tors are Edward B. Denehie,'36; Marbattles. All present were glad to hear rill Bradfield, '33; Jack Foulks, '34;
that the new President of Rose is so Russell Archer, '34; Paul R. Smith,
well liked by both faculty and student '34; and Hugh E. Wallace, '15.
body. The Club hopes to have Dr.
Following this election, the direcWilkinson as their guest at their tors adjourned to the private connext meeting. At the close of his talk ference room beneath the trees to
Prof. Stock was given a rising vote select officers for the coming year.
of appreciation for making possible The officers for the 1949-50 year are
such a pleasant evening.
Richard P. Gillum, '19, President;
Members in attendance included John M. Phelps, '33, Vice-president;
N. C. Blair '34, E. H. Carnarius '21, and Edward H. Eckerman, '38, SecE. A. Coons '39, G. M. Curry '09, retary-Treasurer.
R. T. Davy '27, C. L. Davison '16,
The meeting adjourned was folR. W. Dunham '47, J. S. Gillum '15, lowed by the usual friendship
period.
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Fraternity Notes

NEW A.T.O. OFFICERS
Glen Bickel, Riley McKeen, Jim Phillips, Jim Gaston, Bob Ricketts,
Fred Reynolds, Jim Morris, Bill Rinker.

Alpha Tau Omega
The official staff of the Gamma
Gamma chapter changed with beginning of the fall semester. Jim
Morris was elected Worthy Master;
with Bob Ricketts, Worthy Chaplain;
Bill Rinker, Worthy Keeper of Exchecquer; Fred Reynolds, Worthy
Keeper of Annals; Jim Gaston,
Worthy Scribe; Riley McKeen, Worthy Usher; Jim Phillips, Worthy
Sentinel; and Glen Bickel, Palm
Reporter.
Brothers Morris and Rinker attended an officers' training program
for the Worthy Masters and Worthy
Keepers of Exchecquer at Sewanee,
Tenn. They brought back many new
ideas from the meetings which were
held.
The pledges have been putting the
finishing touches on painting the fraternity house. Considering the ladder problem and the rain they did a
good job.
A social evening was enjoyed at
the Aragon Park with the opening of
the semester social calendar. A hayride has been planned for the middle
of October, with Brother McKeen as
the committee chairman.
Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon
Page 18

began the

new

semester with a stag party for all
active members. The party was preceeded by the usual business meeting.
Sigma Nu has also gotten back into
full swing with its remodeling program. The game room in the basement has received much of the attention. The floor has been cemented,
and the walls have been grouted and
painted. During the summer vacation period the downstairs woodwork
was refinished, and since the start
of the new semester the downstairs
has been repapered.
During last semester, several members of Beta Upsilon were transferred to the married men's list. Congratulations are in order for brothers
Bill Slagley, Hal Skelley, Bob Baugh,
Jack Bailey, Bill Miller, and Jack
Nunley, all of whom took the big
step.
The weekend following homecoming has been chosen for the initiation
of the pledges. Friday and Saturday
will be devoted to house work, and
formal initiation will follow Sunday
afternoon.
Lambda Chi Alpha
The pledge banquet welcoming the
men from the class of '52 was held
on Tuesday evening, August 31, at
the Don-Al Country Club. Twentytwo new pledges, the guests of the

chapter at a steak dinner, enjoyed the
evening of fun, especially after it was
found that Terre Haute bus tokens
are just the right size.
The new members are Carl Bals,
John Bannister, John Barco, Ralph
Bennett, William Bennett, John Bogardus, Drysdale Brannon, Mark
Brommelsiek, William Chambers,
Darrell Couch, Milton Danner, James
Dunlop, Robert Failing, Mac Fehsenfield, Leo Little, Thomas Norman,
Jim Pfafflin, Leonard Pyle, Thomas
Reifenberg, Richard Spiroff, Alvin
Thomas, and Richard Thomas.
Other guests at the dinner were
Bob Bannister, and Carl Wokasien,
alumni, who were visiting Terre
Haute. After dinner Dr. Kircher,
faculty adviser of the chapter, spoke
briefly on the advantages of fraternity life.
Theta Xi
At the opening of the fall term
after four weeks of vacation Theta
Xi Fraternity initiated an excellent
beginning for the term's activities
by throwing a stag party on Friday,
August 26, 1949. Not to mention a
few rounds of beer, the large group
that turned out enjoyed the party
immensely, with the result that
everyone got started out on the
right foot.
Lamar Michaels has recently returned from the National Theta Xi
convention held in Oregon. As representative of Kappa chapter, he gained a lot of information which he
will report to the chapter next week.
A committee is investigating possibilities for building a fraternity
house on the school campus. The
idea is not new but the terms at
present are much more attractive.
Whether the idea will be carried
out is not yet known.
The new pledge class also will
take part in preparing for the activities. Their job is to clean the
house and decorate it appropriately
for the occasion. The pledges have
been working hard on their pladge
lessons administered by Al Vogl, the
new pledge master. A scholarship
key will be awarded to the pledge
who has the highest grades on his
pladge tests and regular school work,
each one counting a half. Also, the
pledges have their own ,president
and vice-president with Tom Grinslade as president and Dale Kilgore as
vice-president. This facillitates better means of carrying on their program. Recently two new men were
added to the pledge class; they are
Criss Scharpenburgh and Edward
James. We congratulate them on
such a wise decision.
THE ROSE TECHNIC

FIELD STUDIES oflightning
by General Electric use the
Empire State Building as a
laboratory. Knowledge gained
from these and from...

LABORATORY BOLTS—the
most powerful ever produced
—aid G-E engineers in developing better and lower-cost protective equipment.

G-E LIGHTNING LABORATORY—world's largest—is
new center for continuing
lightning research.

'Tamed' lightning helps to write its brother's story .
GHTNING—when you consider it in terms of
microseconds—is not nearly so impetuous as
summer storms might indicate. Before loosing its
charge, for instance, it sends down advance "streamers" to plot out the easiest path and makes sure that
the earth sends up other streamers to meet it. In its
downward course it may hesitate forty times and more
before deciding on its next step. ..
Some strokes are extremely slow, building up and
releasing their charges in a tenth of a second rather
than the usual millionth. They produce no thunder...
More than 95% of our lightning comes from negatively charged clouds...
Facts like these are part of the working knowledge
of the engineers in General Electric's High Voltage
Engineering Laboratory in Pittsfield, Mass. It's their

E

111

job to develop lower-cost equipment that will better
withstand lightning and that will better protect electric service against it.
To aid these specialists, General Electric recently
equipped them with a new laboratory, the world's
largest lightning center. One of the main tools: the
most powerful man-made lightning ever produced,
rivalling the force of natural bolts, adding further to
our knowledge of this "weapon of the gods."
By emphasizing research and creative thinking, by
encouraging fertile minds to follow their own imaginative bent, and by implementing their work with the
best available facilities, General Electric remains "a
place where interesting things are happening," and
stays in the forefront of scientific and engineering
development.

cagyzeirea cop/a/nee &&___

GENERAL 9t ELECTRIC
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Bef q.fra .
Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service

Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements
at reasonable prices

•

•

•

wall is less than that of the sealing
surface wall.
With the 4.5 ton load-withstanding
requirements for the face plate, a
relatively thicker glass section becomes necessary. Since the thickness
of the glass directly affects the optical
qualities, discreet design is obligatory. Accordingly, the 16-inch kinescope was designed to have high
strength in the metal rim so that the
face plate could be relatively thin
and flat. It was found that with a face
plate of 27-inch radial curvature and
3/16-inch thickness, both strength
and high optical clarity were obtained.
For the neck section of the tube,
a glass, matching the expansion characteristics of the chrome-iron cone,
is required. The glass must also have
softening and annealing temperature
properties which permit its use and
processing with the glass chosen for
the fact plate, in addition to expansion properties suitable for sealing to
the stem glass containing the electrode connector leads. Furthermore,
high electrical resistance between the
outside and inside of the neck is required. Lead glass, No. 0120, meets
these qualifications fairly well and
has been adopted for use.
Because the primary stage of the
sealing process is carried out at nearannealing temperatures, the glass remains fluid enough to permit stress
relieving without deformation. The
sealing heat is next applied to seal
the glass where it contacts the metal
cone rim. Because smooth contours
eliminate stress concentrations which
may cause fractures, uniformity in
the seal area is important in this final
sealing operation.
One of the advantageous produc-

Concluded From Page 8
tion qualities of the metal cone kinescope was the elimination of slow
cooling, a requisite of all-glass tube
annealing processes. After face-plate
sealing, the tube can be removed
from the oven at near-annealing point
temperatures and air cooled. This
operation is possible because the cooling and subsequent shrinking of the
metallic cone element subjected the
face plate to both tangential and
radial compression, thereby limiting
tensile stresses.
Because mechanical strength is extremely important, the cone face
plate, and neck assembly are tested
after the sealing operation with an
air pressure of 60 pounds per square
inch, a pressure one atmosphere
greater than required.
In addition to being a first in metalglass kinescope construction, the new
tube offers an improved tilted-lens
ion trap which, by removing the relatively heavy negative gas ions from
the electron beam, prevents the formation of an "ion spot" on the screen.
In tubes not equipped with an ion
trap, the screen phosphor, through
deterioration or fatigue of the lightsensitive surface in the area bombarded by the relatively heavy negative ion, may develop a discolored
spot.
The greater metallic external area
of the tube also makes possible a
large anode contact. Positive contact
is provided in the form of a 30-square
inch low-resistance area on the exterior cone lip at the tube face.
Thirteen years of research, tireless
experimentation, and radical yet cautious advances have overcome the
limitations of the all-glass kinescopes
and placed the 16-inch "big guns"
before the TV-eager public of 1949.

Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.
I 2 9 SOUTH SEVENTH
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

140 North 6th St.
TERRE HAUTE,IND.

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Phone C-1425
•
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THE DU PONT

DIGEST
FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Research across the U.S.A.
YOUNG SCIENTISTS ARE BUILDING
CAREERS WITH DU PONT FROM
CONNECTICUT TO TEXAS
When you think ofDu Pontresearch,
you may think first of Wilmington,
Delaware. Actually,only eight of the
Company's 36 research groups are
located there.Du Pontscientists now
pursue their studies in 11 states scattered from Connecticut to Texas.
Each of these laboratories is a selfcontained operation. It may be devoted in part to fundamental research and applied research, or to
investigations looking to the development ofnew products—sometimes
a combination of these activities.
An unusual Du Pont laboratory
is one opened last year at Newburgh,
New York.
Inside the Laboratory
In the three-story building at Newburgh, scientists have at their disposal the most modern equipment
for study of coated fabrics and plastic sheetings under all sorts of conditions. For example, a new product
can be tested in a room maintained

at a temperature of —20° F.In other
rooms, the effects of high temperature and humidity can be studied.
Equipment is available for testing
tensile strength, tear resistance, fading, flex and flame resistance, and
many other characteristics. One of
Du Pont's 33 libraries has quarters
in the building; there is a photographic darkroom, as well as offices,
conference and work rooms.
The Newburgh Laboratory works
closely with the adjacent plant,which
makes"Fabrikoid" pyroxylin coated
fabrics,"Fabrilite"vinylresin coated
fabrics and plastic sheetings, "Tontine" washable window shade cloth,
bookbinding materials, and other
coated and impregnated fabrics and
plastic sheetings for many uses.
Research at Du Pont
Research has long been a major activity at Du Pont, and it flourishes
in an atmosphere of appreciation,
encouragement and patience. The
new products, the new plants, and
the new and better jobs of the years
to come will develop from the painstaking research programs being carried on today in the laboratories.

H. A. Van Ellen, B. S. Ch., Colgate '42, and
E. R. Grise, M.S. Ch., Worcester Polytechnic
Institute '48, investigating the properties of
vinyl compounds used in plastic-coatedfabrics.

K. F. Richards, B. S. Ch. E., Cornell '48, and
E. K. Holden, M. S. Ch. E., Delaware '48,
studying "Teflon" tetrafluoroethylene resin
insulating material with special apparatus at
the Newburgh Laboratory.

Choice of Careers
Each of the Du Pont manufacturing
departments conducts continuous
research. They operate much like
separate companies, with interests
ranging from heavy chemicals to
plastics and textile fibers. Each holds
challenging opportunitiesfor collegetrained chemists and physicists, as
well as chemical, civil, electrical, industrial and mechanical engineers,
also those specializing in production,
sales and many other fields.
In this alert, ever-growing organization, young graduates can choose
from a variety of careers the one
that suits them best as their ability
and interests develop.

R E G U.S.PAT. OFF

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Entertaining, informative-- Listen to "Cavalcade of
Newest Du Pont laboratory, at Newburgh,N.Y., was opened last year. It is devoted to research and
development work in the field of coated and impregnated fabrics and allied products.
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America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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... in electrical roughing-in materials
National Electric has a complete line of wires, cable,
conduit, raceways and fittings for every wiring need.
Just remember—when you get in a spot where
you need something good (electrically speaking) but
fast—the wholesaler who handles National Electric
products is your safest bet.

There are styles and sizes of
Brown & Sharpe Cutters to
meet a wide variety of milling requirements. Superior
design, materials and heat
treatment give them maximum cutter life and assure
lowest cost in the long run.
Specify Brown & Sharpe
Cutters.
Brown & Sharpe Mfg.Co.
Providence 1. R. I.. U. S. A.

national Electric
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PITTSBURGH 30, PA.
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"When You Say It With Flowers
Say It With Ours"

THE BLOSSOM SHOP
Gladys Cowan Pound

113 N. 7th Street

Telephone C-3828
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA

Member of Telegraph Delivery Service

SHOE REPAIRIAG
Stafford Hat and Shoe Sanitarium
108 No. 7th St.
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acts as a clearing house and a meeting place, where owners and customers from coast to coast are
brought into contact.
For this service the Stock Exchange charges a small percentage
of the sales price as its commission.
A slightly larger commission is
taken out by the broker for his
service and expenses. At no time,
however, did either the Exchange
or the broker hold title to the stock;
they were the agents through which
the transaction was completed.
Because of the fees associated
with the buying and selling of stocks,
small investors who attempt to
speculate on the market by quick
turnover are, in most cases, riding
for a fall. If the various fees do not
cat away most of the realized profit,
then the federal capital gains taxes
will. Most authorities recommend
the small investor to choose a fairly
safe stock, buy as much as he thinks
he can afford, and then sit tight. If
everything goes right, his stock will
not only yield an annual dividend,
but will itself increase in capital
value.
THE ROSE TECHNIC

RCA scientists develop new direct-reading Loran instrument
which simplifies problems of navigation.

Ze homiinty pigeo.os 9oes 710 geo
Now science gives the navigator an improved "homing pigeon instinct," a way
by which—without checking sun or stars
—he can head his ship directly home.
Already thoroughly proved, Loran equipment has been simplified through RCA research and engineering, so that almost anyone can learn to use it in a few minutes. Free
of human error, readings appear directly on
the instrument. A quick check gives position.
Brain of this Loran system is a circuit
developed at RCA Laboratories which splits
seconds into millions of parts—and accurately
measures the difference in the time it takes
a pair of radio signals to travel from shore
to ship.
Given this information,the navigator,hundreds of miles from shore, can determine his

position quickly and accurately. Loran's simplicity adapts it to every type of vessel from
merchant ship to yacht. Manufactured by
Radiomarine Corporation of America, a service of RCA, it is already being installed in
U. S. Coast Guard rescue ships.
The meaning of RCA research
RCA's contribution to the development of
this new direct-reading Loran is another example of the continued leadership in science
and engineering which adds value beyond
price to any product or service of RCA.
* * *
The newest advances in television, radio,
and electronics can be seen in action at RCA
Exhibition Hall,36 West 49 St., N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America,
RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y. 20.

eft
V

Continue your education
with pay—at RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor—one of the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic products
—offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio receivers (including broadcast, short wave
and FM circuits, television, and phonograph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new recording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to National Recruiting Division, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

ITALUO CORADORATFON of AMERICA
World Leader in Radio— icrsl-
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and four private. This group totals
4525 of which 2374 are from public
and 2151 from private institutions.
The first twenty-five schools provided 56 per cent of the total, with
3701 from 13 publicly and 3594 from
12 privately controlled institutions.
The nearly equal division of responsibility for educating engineers between public and private schools is
further emphasized when the totals
for colleges having 100 or more
alumni listed are examined. There
are 18 public and 19 private schools
meeting this condition, and they
have 4258 and 4346 graduates listed,
respectively. The total is 66.5 per
cent of all the degree-holding engineers included in the volume.
Thirty-seven institutions out of 362
which have one or more alumni included, or one tenth, furnished two
thirds of all the graduates.
In spite of huge enrollments in
many Midwestern and Western state
institutions, New England colleges
still train a very large proportion of
successful technological practitioners. There are listed 2164 alumni

Concluded From Page 10

from New England colleges or 17
per cent of the total, and other institutions east of the Hudson River
increased the group to 2977 or 23 per
cent.
It is not feasible to compare many
institutions by the percentages of
living alumni which are listed, although such a percentage is undoubtedly an acceptable measure of the
success of the college. All graduates
of Stevens Institute of Technology
are possibilities for inclusion in
"Who's Who in Engineering," but
many graduates of Princeton obviously are not. Ratios based upon total
living graduates of these types of
institutions evidently are not comparable.
Table 2 includes percentages calculated for institutions which are
similar and for which the ratios are
significant. The author is indebted
to the registrars or alumni secretaries
of these colleges for the graduate
figures.
It seems unnecessary to comment
on the figures disclosed in Table 1.
In general, colleges which have good

reputations in the engineering world
stand this test well. In proportion
to size their totals are in the upper
part of the list.
The totals of institutions such as
the University of Chicago, which
have no engineering schools, are
surprising. Alumni of these colleges
secure listing in an engineering
volume usually through work based
on physics, chemistry, or geology.
Comparisons between institutions
based on age or geographical location
are interesting but not particularly
revealing.
In conclusion it should be pointed
out that colleges whose enrollments
have been restricted lose position
in the list without losing in absolute
totals, even though their standards
have not changed. The rapid and
unrestricted growth of certain wellknown engineering colleges has
almost automatically, through the
years, expanded their groups of
"Who's Who" alumni.
Reprinted from Mechanical Engineering by special permission.
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Did Newton really

Of course not! Even if the "falling apple" myth
were true, it would have merely been a
meaningless annoyance to Sir Isaac Newton
without his extensive background of reading and
research. But he was able to apply principles
learned in years of study to an apparently accidental
phenomenon,and to come up with a whole new theory of
physical relationships.
You too will find that your progress in business, practice
or research will depend on the background of knowledge
and techniques learned while you are in school. The books you
use today will never be discarded—they will go with
you as long as you are active in your chosen field. Of course,
many of them will bear the McGraw-Hill imprint because
McGraw-Hill is the world's leading publisher of scientific and
technical works both for learning and for reference.
After graduation, with school behind you, you will find
that constant advances in your field emphasize
the importance of continual reading and the value
of keeping a close check on new products
resulting from new and improved techniques.
Keep up by studying both the editorial
and advertising content of the McGraw-Hill
magazine devoted to your field.
Today in school and tomorrow in
business or practice, you will
find that your progress depends on
your up-to-the-minute knowledge
cf your field. And, McGraw-Hill
will continue to serve with books
and magazines designed to provide
all that is important and current.

McGraw-Hill Publications
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

TECHNICAL

0

MAT

ON

330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, New York
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and four private. This group totals
4525 of which 2374 are from public
and 2151 from private institutions.
The first twenty-five schools provided 56 per cent of the total, with
3701 from 13 publicly and 3594 from
12 privately controlled institutions.
The nearly equal division of responsibility for educating engineers between public and private schools is
further emphasized when the totals
for colleges having 100 or more
alumni listed are examined. There
are 18 public and 19 private schools
meeting this condition, and they
have 4258 and 4346 graduates listed,
respectively. The total is 66.5 per
cent of all the degree-holding engineers included in the volume.
Thirty-seven institutions out of 362
which have one or more alumni included, or one tenth, furnished two
thirds of all the graduates.
In spite of huge enrollments in
many Midwestern and Western state
institutions, New England colleges
still train a very large proportion of
successful technological practitioners. There are listed 2164 alumni
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from New England colleges or 17
per cent of the total, and other institutions east of the Hudson River
increased the group to 2977 or 23 per
cent.
It is not feasible to compare many
institutions by the percentages of
living alumni which are listed, although such a percentage is undoubtedly an acceptable measure of the
success of the college. All graduates
of Stevens Institute of Technology
are possibilities for inclusion in
"Who's Who in Engineering," but
many graduates of Princeton obviously are not. Ratios based upon total
living graduates of these types of
institutions evidently are not comparable.
Table 2 includes percentages calculated for institutions which are
similar and for which the ratios are
significant. The author is indebted
to the registrars or alumni secretaries
of these colleges for the graduate
figures.
It seems unnecessary to comment
on the figures disclosed in Table 1.
In general, colleges which have good

reputations in the engineering world
stand this test well. In proportion
to size their totals are in the upper
part of the list.
The totals of institutions such as
the University of Chicago, which
have no engineering schools, are
surprising. Alumni of these colleges
secure listing in an engineering
volume usually through work based
on physics, chemistry, or geology.
Comparisons between institutions
based on age or geographical location
are interesting but not particularly
revealing.
In conclusion it should be pointed
out that colleges whose enrollments
have been restricted lose position
in the list without losing in absolute
totals, even though their standards
have not changed. The rapid and
unrestricted growth of certain wellknown engineering colleges has
almost automatically, through the
years, expanded their groups of
"Who's Who" alumni.
Reprinted from Mechanical Engineering by special permission.
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Did Newton really
owe it all to
an apple?

e;

Of course not! Even if the "falling apple" myth
were true, it would have merely been a
meaningless annoyance to Sir Isaac Newton
without his extensive background of reading and
research. But he was able to apply principles
learned in years of study to an apparently accidental
phenomenon, and to come up with a whole new theory of
physical relationships.
You too will find that your progress in business, practice
or research will depend on the background of knowledge
and techniques learned while you are in school. The books you
use today will never be discarded—they will go with
you as long as you are active in your chosen field. Of course,
many of them will bear the McGraw-Hill imprint because
McGraw-Hill is the world's leading publisher of scientific and
technical works both for learning and for reference.
After graduation, with school behind you, you will find
that constant advances in your field emphasize
the importance of continual reading and the value
of keeping a close check on new products
resulting from new and improved techniques.
Keep up by studying both the editorial
and advertising content of the McGraw-Hill
magazine devoted to your field.
Today in school and tomorrow in
business or practice, you will
find that your progress depends on
your up-to-the-minute knowledge
cf your field. And, McGraw-Hill
will continue to serve with books
and magazines designed to provide
all that is important and current.

McGraw-Hill Publications

330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, New York
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human strength and fatigue and,
more importantly, in dollars paid for
waste labor, became almost astronomical.
These two were married then, and
Mrs. Gilbreth became, in effect, Mr.
Gilbreth's engineering apprentice.
He was doing a great deal of writing
in those days about the original work
methods he was using in his contracting business, and she was of great
value to him in editing his material
for publication, a procedure which
allowed her to learn much. Even in
the early days of her apprenticeship,
Mrs. Gilbreth began to see the need
for the psychological approach to the
human element in industry. Frank
urged her to continue the doctorate
work which she had dropped. She
knew that any doctorate she might
go after would be in this new kind
of psychology. So they looked about
and found that Brown University,
one of the first to recognize that scientific management was a profession
to be trained for as definitely as law
or engineering should be trained for,
would grant her a degree in the kind
of psychology she wanted.
When the children began to arrive,
Mrs. Gilbreth planned her work so
that her recreational hours coincided
with the children's. As the children
became old enough, they all shared
in their parents' work. Motion-study
expert Frank, Sr., could always find
the most efficient work plan that
would use the fewest and easiest motions, but psychologist Lillian, Sr.,
was quick to understand whether
those so-called "best" motions gave
also the happiest results for the
people who used them; for nothing
could really be "best" that did not
take into account the way those who

used them felt about them. Often
she took her turn with the dust cloth
to dust the higher surfaces in a room
while Fred or Lillian, Jr., dusted the
surfaces nearest their height and
little Janey did the chair rungs and
table legs—and no one over-reached
or stopped. But when the children
found they could have a lot more fun
washing the dishes in a way which
used more youngsters and more activity, the children's way was admittedly the "best" way for them
because it gave them greater pleasure. They did a great deal of work
but they were never burdened.
A motion-picture camera was used
to make films of the children at work.
Their motions were then studied and,
from them, the One-Best-Way for
that particular job was decided.
Sometimes problems that were actually being met in industry were
solved in just that way.
It was in the decade preceeding
the first World War that the two
Gilbreths were beginning to be talked
about in industrial circles. This was
the decade when the term "scientific
management" was just coming into
general use. Thus, led by a group of
scientific management engineers including the two Gilbreths, began an
era in American industry when
"efficiency" became the watchword
and efficiency experts were both
that were sometimes so sheerly efficient from a mechanical standpoint
lauded and laughed at for methods
that they took all the joy out of life.
But human behavior reactions beclouded the program after a time. As
better and more ingenious machinery
was invented to do the work formerly done by the workman, engineers
Concluded an Page 28

Buettner Shelburne Machine Company, Inc.
Exclusive Manufacturers of Supplies for Electrical
COAL MINING MACHINERY
TERRE HAUTE, IND., U.S.A.
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cititsOL OF 85,000 YEARS of
If you had been born 85,000 years ago and were
still alive, think of all you would know about
what happened on earth.
And if you had devoted all those years to working with one particular material found on earth
... say aluminum... think what you would
know about that.
Actually, man has known of aluminum for less
than 150 years and didn't really start to use it
commercially until 1888 when Alcoa started producing it. Yet in Alcoa's employ today is a group
of men and women who possess a total of 85,000
years of aluminum working knowledge.
These people, 2,900 of them, proudly wear this
button as members of the Alcoa 25-Year Service
Club. Many have been in the family longer than
25 years. Their jobs range all the way from mill
hand to president, from engineer to chairman of
the board. They are a fourth of all the employees

ALCOA
OCTOBER, 1949

Alcoa had 25 years ago, pretty good indication
that it's "a good company to work for".
But here's the most significant point: Sixty-one
years ago, when Alcoa started, only five men
were employed. Today about a million people
have jobs in the aluminum industry, an industry
comprised of: companies who produce aluminum
from ore; companies who smelt aluminum scrap;
others who make semi-finished aluminum products; and hundreds of companies who manufacture useful articles in which aluminum plays an
essential part.
Today the same pioneering spirit that marked
the founding of this industry is evident in
Alcoa's laboratories, mills and foundries. Here
men are developing new uses, new techniques
that promise even more for the future of aluminum. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, Gulf
Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

FIRST IN

ALUMINUM
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in charge of production were blindly
expecting human beings to become
more and more like the machines
they tended. Thus, in the false name
of efficiency, human beings might be
broken and replaced by others who
might also be broken and replaced by
others indefinitely. In many cases, industrial leadership was acting as
though the machines were more
valuable than the workers who
manned them.

Concluded From Page 26

it was met with a realization that the
handling of men is an art, not a
science. But who among engineers
claims to be an artist? "Psychology,"
said Mrs. Gilbreth, "can show us the
way."

Eventually, she was called to Purdue University to become Professor
of Management there—a job quite
unknown in her college days. Later
the Newark College of Engineering
appointed her Chairman of its Department on Personnel Relations.
Because of her interest and personal
experience in household work, she
has been called as a home consultant,
and is the author of several volumes
on the subject.

She preached this gospel to an ever
more receptive audience in the years
that followed. In the motion-study
work which she was doing as a member of Frank B. Gilbreth, Inc., Consulting Engineers, she applied her
One day in 1908 there was a meet- own growing psychological knowlNot all of industry—not by any
ing at Dartmouth College of the edge in changing the work patterns stretch of the imagination nearly
national organization of those inter- in one industry after another, large enough of our industrial leaders—
ested in scientific management. The and small. They met with such have permitted themselves to learn
two Gilbreths, whose motion-study marked success that they attracted the full value of the Gilbreths' essenmethods were widely used, were wide attention. Personnel work to- tial message in the management of
present. Papers were read and dis- day, a recognized department in all their plants. But the wide acceptance
cussions held. At this meeting, Dr. big industries, is, at its best, the in- of their time-and motion-study methLillian Gilbreth called to the attention telligent application of psychology in ods and the psychological approach
of industry the fact that management industry, a cause which Mrs. Gil- in industry is a great step forward
engineers were ignoring the contribu- breth first urged. Hers was the earli- from the early days of the Gilbreths
tion which fast-developing industrial est, and one of the most persistent when their suggestions were tagged
psychology had to offer. Her talk and intelligent voices pleading for as impractical by the management
made history in the field. On all sides such a program.
engineer.
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In the past half-century, many important developments of science and industry have been furthered by
use of Cambridge instruments. From its inception.,
this company has made precision instruments for exacting professions and industries. There are few industries in which Cambridge instruments may not be
used to advantage. The Cambridge trade-mark is recognized throughout the world as the hallmark of fine
mechanical and electrical precision instruments.
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AIR CONDITIONING

CAMBRIDGE MAKES
Moisture Indicators and Recorders, Aero Mixture Indicators, pH Meters and Recorders, CO2 Recorders, Geophysical Seismographs, Electrometers,Voltamographs,
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Glass that you can twist, bend, roll...
This is a ribbon of glass so thin that it
takes about one thousand thicknesses of it
to make a stack an inch high.
It is so flexible that you can roll it on a
reel, twist it into a spiral, wrap it around
your arm.
If you should test it electrically, as
Corning scientists have done thousands
upon thousands of times, you'd find that
it has superior electrical insulating and
dielectric properties—equal to high-grade
mica.
One of the first experimental uses of
Corning ribbon glass has been to alternate
strips of it with metal foil and fuse them
together to make electrical capacitors—or
condensers—similar to those made of
mica for television, radio, and other electronic equipment.

OCTOBER, 1949

Ribbon glass capacitors, which can be
uniformly produced by machine, have already shown many advantages over those
made with other materials.
•
Being hermetically sealed, they need no
enclosing case. They can operate at temperatures which are too high for other
capacitors to withstand. They do not deteriorate with age or continued use. Small
ones can do the job ofconventional capacitors of larger size. And for certain installations only a ribbon glass capacitor will
serve.
And Corning research indicates that making capacitors is not the only problem that
ribbon glass may solve. It can be laminated
with resin and then cut, formed, shaped
and used for other electrical purposes.

it has already been considered for such
other uses as microphone diaphragms and
windows for Geiger counters that measure
radio-activity.
Glass ribbon is another striking example
of how Corning, noted for its Pyrex brand
products, has developed glass into a most
versatile engineering material.
That's why we invite you — when you've
finished school and started work—to call
in Corning before your product planning
reaches the blueprint stage. Corning Glass
Works, Corning, New York.

CORNING
means research in glass

Because ribbon glass is uniformly thin,
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manufpcturer specifically to meet
the extremely high accuracy requirements of a late model fighter.
Although the hypro planer looks
like a machine shop gargantua, its
output is comparable in accuracy to
that of a jeweler's lathe. The milling
of a wing skin, in fact, requires the
same kind of precision workmanship
as jewel cutting. But so exacting are
the demands for precision on new
high speed planes that such jobs as
skin milling cannot be trusted to
hand methods.
Electronically synchronized motors
control the hypro planer's two cutting heads, as well as the rate at
which the metal sheet is fed through
for milling. Two men "ride herd" on
the operation, handling the push button controls and keeping the surface
clear of shavings.
Operators guide the progress of
the milling by watching the movement of a pointer along a template,
the pointer being geared to the movement of the cutting heads. The sheet
being milled is held securely in place
by means of a rubber suction chamber. If it has to be lifted from one
operation to another, motor-driven
vacuum cups are lowered against it

and then hoisted. Out comes a surface that is contoured to the varying
strength requirements along the wing.
The sculptured surface is the most
recent development in a long struggle
for a more efficient wing structure, an
effort that can be traced back nearly
30 years to the introduction of the
tapered wing. Although tapering
saved some weight, until the advent
Of the sculptured surface the wing
skin was pretty uniform in thickness
and weight from fuselage to tip. Since
forces in flight play heaviest on the
fuselage end of a wing, the tip doesn't
have to be as strong as the root, so
this milling process boosts efficiency
by shaving off unnecessary metal
toward the tip.
As explained by the company
which pioneered this new departure
in wing construction, "skins are not
just a simple taper, but are 'sculptured' to meet the exact stress requirements for each particular section of the wing."
The huge hypro planer was developed for •a specific plane model,
one that gained for America the
world's top planes; however, this new
milling technique by its very exacti-

Concluded From Page 16
tude adds to the cost of producing
limited quantities.
Rugged Mirrors
Believers in that old superstition
about a person breaking a mirror
having "seven years bad luck," may
be interested in mirrors that you
would need a heavy hammer to break
—metal mirrors.
The first use of newly-developed
alloys for mirrors was back in the
early thirties when an astronomer
built a telescope using two highly
polished alloy blanks for the reflective surfaces. It was claimed to be
the most successful telescope up to
that time.
One of the most interesting uses of
metal mirrors or reflectors has been
in high-powered carbon arc searchlights. Some of these lights can pierce
the darkness for a distance of 23
miles. The Navy found these alloys
ideal for the reflectors in such searchlights. Because these alloys contain
chromium, these metal reflectors
don't become tarnished from saltwater spray; and they don't shatter
if explosions should occur nearby.
Even if a small bullet strikes the
metal reflector, it can still be used.
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BUILD the basic machines

of an industrial world!
by CARL MALMBERG
Superintendent, Tank and Plate Shop
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING CO.
WEST ALLIS WORKS

(Graduate Training Course-1930)

METHODS have

become a
PRODUCTION
good deal more technical and complicated in the last few years. There is a big
difference between the way we do things
now and the way we
did them when I left
the Allis-Chalmers
Graduate Training
Course to work in the
machineshop in 1930.
That is why there are
more and more opportunities in the
manufacturing end
of the business for
CARL MALMBERG
young engineers who
get a thrill from watching a project grow
from a roll of blueprints to a big electric
power installation or machinery for a
giant processing plant.
Close Coordination
In my section ofthe shop we specialize in
fabricating machines and parts from sheet
and plate steel. We work closely with the
design engineers to develop the most economical way of producing their designs
and we do much designing on our own.
We work closely with every other manufacturing department, because more and
more Allis-Chalmers products are being
designed to replace cast members with
welded members, and in my work we do

Machining speed ring for a 55,000 hp turbine on a 401 boring mill, one of
the largest in the country. Many A-C machines and methods are unique
because ofthe tremendous size of work pieces and wide variety ofoperations
required in building the world's greatest range of industrial equipment.

the welding for the whole plant.
One recent interesting project was the
fabrication of stainless steel buckets for
impulse-type hydraulic turbines to replace
the old cast-type buckets. Working with
design engineers and hydraulic engineers,
our tank and plate specialists developed a
design and method of manufacturing that
produced buckets with several times the
life of the old type.
Opportunities Everywhere
New developments in every department
mean almost endless opportunities for
young engineers. Right now,the erection
shop is building a big crusher for processing taconite in the Mesabi range, and we
are supplying most of the other ore processing equipment for this gigantic plant,
too. At our Norwood plant, engineers
have completely rebuilt the production
system on motors and small pumps for
greater efficiency and lower costs.

In fact, here at Allis-Chalmers there are
big opportunities for young engineers in
all phases of engineering work—design,
research and development, manufacturing, sales and erection—in nearly any industry you can name.For Allis-Chalmers
builds primary equipment for electric
power...mining and ore processing ...
pulp and wood products... flour milling... steel. ..agriculture. .. public
works...for every basic industry.
The thing that influenced me most when
I left the University of Illinois to join
Allis-Chalmers, was the tremendous
breadth of opportunity. Some of my
friends from that GTC class of 1930 are
sales engineers now, some are design engineers, some have traveled around the
world with erection crews. I chose manufacturing because I like to see things take
shape before my eyes. I tried a good many
things before I made my choice and my
choice has been good.

Write for details ofthe Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course—requirements,
salary, advantages. Representatives may visit your school. Watch for date.
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee I, Wisconsin

Welding stator yoke on 38,889 kva
hydraulic turbine-driven generator.
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4aaliff9d
by Denzil Hammond, jr., m.e.
A young lady walked cheerfully
into the post-office, stopped at the
wicket and asked for a three cent
stamp. The clerk was not in a very
good mood and he snarled: "This is
the information window, can't you
read ?"
The lady meekly proceeded to the
proper place, purchased her stamp
and returned. "You say this is the
information window ?"
"Yep," snapped the clerk.
"Well, if I mail this letter tonight will it be in New York tomorrow ?"
"Sure," the clerk barked.
"That's funny," she murmured,
"it's addressed to Chicago."
* * * *
A lipstick is merely something
that gives a new flavor to an old
pastime.
* * * *
Teacher: "You're recitation was
extremely good, Johnny. The gestures were particularly natural.
Where did you get them?"
Johnny: "Git what?"
Teacher: "The gesture."
Johnny: "I ain't got the gesture.
It's the hives!"
* * * *
Just because a man is polished
is no sign that he has a clean
mind.
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Bellhop (making lady and
gentleman comfortable): "Anything else, Mr. Smith ?"
Guest: "No, thank you."
Bellhop: "Anything for your
wife ?"
Guest (absentmindedly); "Why
yes, bring me a post card."
* * * *
Son: "I'm a big gun at college."
Father: "Then why don't I hear
a better report."
* * * *
local
Bra Shoppe—InSign in
flation at moderate prices.
* * * *
The boys in the "rec" room
were exchanging stories about
their experiences with the opposite
sex.
"Aw," sniffed a senior. "Girls
are a dime a dozen!"
"Gee!" sighed a freshie, "and
all this time I have been buying
jelly beans!"
* * * *
Overheard: "Oh, here is that
place mother told me to stay away
from. I thought we'd never find
it."
* * * *
"My girl certainly is 'conductive."
"You mean 'seductive.' Conduclive is something that transmits
heat. You don't know your science
very well."
"I mean `conductive'—you don't
know my girl friend."
* * * *
Pat: "Smoke?"
Mat: "Nope."
Pat: "How come?"
Mat: "Kissed my first woman
and smoked my first cigarette on
the same day. Haven't had time
for tobacco since."
*
*
*
*
* * * *
"I played strip poker with a "I'm going to have a little one,"
bunch of chorus girls last night." Said the gal, gay and frisky;
"How was your luck?"
But the boy friend up and fainted
"The best I ever saw."
Before he knew she meant whisky!

The little tot was sitting demurely on the couch, watching her
mother smoking a cigarette. Her
little nose was wrinkled, and in
her pale blue eyes was an expression of child disillusionment. Finally unable to stand it any longer,
she blurted out in her quavering
voice, "Mother, when in the hell
are you going to learn to inhale?"
* * * *
"I'll be seeing you," said the
wolf as he laid down four aces in
a game of strip poker.
* * * *
"I don't get it," said one pretty
girl as she divested herself of her
undergarments. "I tell the doctor
that I have sinus and he tells me
to strip."
A naked red head with a satchel
on her lap replied, "My case is
even more puzzling. I'm here to
tune the piano."
* * * *
They cut down the old apple tree
That blossomed each spring by
the door,
And Rover has missed it since that
day
Though he never missed it before.
* * * *
Dean: "Where are your parents?"
Girl: "I have none."
"Then where are your guardians?"
"I have none."
"Then where are your supporters?"
"Sir! You are forgetting yourself."
* * * *
There would be a great many
more brunettes in this country if
so many hadn't dyed.
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Because photography is accurate
to the last detail
The magic of photography turns hours of costly drafting room
time into a minute-quick job of utmost accuracy.

Correcting an engineering drawing—
or restoring a dimmed one—used to
take long, tiresome hours. But not
today. For photography with its ability to record detail in a flick of time
has been put to work, and the most
intricate drawing is copied accurately, inexpensively, and with lasting quality.
Using the new Kodagraph Autopositive Paper, you can get sharp
positive prints directly from originals
of every type, even from worn or
weak tracings —get them with regular blueprint or direct process equipment—in ordinary room light, without
negatives.
Using the new Kodagraph Contact
Paper(with conventional photo-copying equipment and negative step) you
can produce sharp, clear,legible phoAdvancing industrial technics—

tographic prints of letters, specification sheets, forms, drawings.
Using the new Kodagraph Projection Papers, you can enlarge smallscale negatives of drawings and documents to original size or larger...get
high contrast reproductions.
With Kodagraph or Recordak
Micro-File Equipment, you can reproduce the most detailed drawings,
charts, etc.—"de-bulk" them 98%. .
and protect your valuable originals.
This same ability to reproduce detail exactly, completely, lastingly • • •
even to improve its quality... gives
photography a multitude of uses in
your plant. It can help make your
designs faster, your production methods smoother, and get your product
to the dealer's sooner.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N. Y.
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